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A Breast Carcinoma treated by Serge Jurasunas 
at the Holiterapias Institute.

Case of a lady 60 years old. (case 8003)

Clinical situation: a ductal carcinoma on the left
breast. Tumor T4A with 7cm diameter, extended to 5 
ganglions. The biopsy involves wide spread
inflammation, making impossible surgery and
mastectomy.

On the 31st March 1998. our protocol to reduce the huge inflammation has included the super 
growth energy stone (SGES) in oral form and the ceramic ball application (CBS) from the same
mineral and applied directly on the inflammation. 

The daily oral dosage of SGES is 2g per day, together with 9 capsules per day of 
Biosqualene and 24g per  day of Anoxe. A diet and a large quantity of raw vegetables juices 
was also included.

After several months of treatment the inflammation had reduced in such extent that in 
September 1998, it was finally possible to make the mastectomy, according to the medical 
surgeon opinion. Evidently hospital oncologists were most surprised of what patient had done to 
eliminate almost 100% of the inflammation.

After the mastectomy the patient followed usual chemotherapy (Taxol, adriamicin) and 
radiotherapy.

Because of our therapy that offers significant cytoprotection, the patient did not suffer 
from any side effects, anaemia, leucopoenia or infection.

During the treatment, we included fresh bamboo leaf extract (Immumnozelon) to help 
detoxification, the increase of immune defences and prevent anaemia. Fresh bamboo leaf extract 
increases the redox potential and energy level of the patient.

Liquid extract of cartilage (LEC) was included during chemotherapy and specially after 
to prevent any recurrence.

The patient followed the hospital therapy until earlier January 1999.

Until 2003 at her last consultation the patient remained in good health condition which means 
5 years after the cancer have been diagnosed. Time to time she has done some preventive 
treatment with immunostimulant, antioxidants and detoxification program.
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